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Holiday spirit on set

LUKE NOZICKA
Daily Egyptian
Throughout his presidency at Murray State
University, future SIU president Randy Dunn
interacted well with students and faculty, but could
not connect with the Board of Regents.
Dunn started at Murray State in May 2006 after
being hired by the Board of Regents by a 7-4 vote.
Tim Miller, interim president and director of the
Murray State University Foundation, said Dunn was
the best candidate for the position.
“At that time I believe he was a State Superintendent
of Education in Illinois,” Miller said. “I think he had
done a very good job in state government, had a good
reputation and I think the faculty and staff liked him
at the time.”
Chad Lampe, assistant station manager and news
director at WKMS, Murray State’s NPR Station,
said Dunn was accessible and got students involved
in the community.
Lampe said Murray State staff congress, students
and the Faculty Senate supported Dunn, according
to a university survey. He had a nearly 75 percent
approval rating among the students, yet the Student
Regents voted against his contract renewal. Jeremiah
Johnson, president of the Student Government
Association, had no comment on Dunn.
Miller said one of Dunn’s strengths as president
was his fundraising ability. He generated $71 million
for the “Hold Thy Banner High” campaign in 2012,
surpassing the original goal of $60 million.
Miller said Dunn was heavily involved with student
life at Murray State, but always expressed a desire to
be back in Illinois.
“In his president duties, often times at a ball
game he would go over and sit in the band and
play the trombone, and his wife would sing the
national anthem,” Miller said. “When I first heard
that Glenn Poshard was going to step down, I told
several of my friends that I bet Dr. Dunn would be
the next president.”
While students and faculty vastly supported Dunn,
he was unable to survive board politics.
“What really hurt Randy Dunn was his relationship
with the board,” Lampe said.
On March 15, the Murray State Board of Regents
voted not to renew Dunn’s contract by a 7-4 vote.
Miller said he is not sure why the board chose not to
renew Dunn’s contract, and Dunn carried out his time
as president until July.
“I think, just from hearing — well from what I’ve
read in the papers — that I think Dr. Dunn had
applied for some positions without informing the
board about it,” he said.
In October of 2010, Dunn applied for president
of the University of Tennessee. The Tennessee Board
of Regents transparently published names of many
candidates. Dunn made it to the top 15.
“I think that’s where the relationship started to sour
there,” Lampe said.
Dunn also applied for the Florida Commissioner of
Education position in December 2012 and the Illinois
State University presidential search in 2013.
Please see DUNN · 2

USG adopts new guidelines
See Pg 3
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(Right to left) Students Manny Goldman, Sam Thompson, Braden Barton and Mackenzie Giganti wait between
takes Saturday in Studio A. The actors were a part of the film “Holiday Summit” produced by Movie Camera Militia, a
registered student organization. The film, directed by Thompson, a sophomore from St. Louis, Mo., studying cinema
and photography, centers around a gathering of holidays that attempt to stop Santa’s reign of capitalistic terror.

Polar Plunge aids Special Olympics
Multimedia
To see a video report visit:
www.dailyegyptian.com
KIA SMITH
Daily Egyptian

REMY ABROUGHT · DAILY EGYPTIAN

Cheryl Jarvis, faculty adviser for the
American Marketing Association, runs
out of Campus Lake Saturday during the
Polar Plunge. Jarvis agreed to plunge if
her students raised $40,000 throughout
the year for the event. Jarvis said there
was $64,632 raised to support the Special
Olympics. “The plunge is a huge community
event and this is the best weather we have
ever had for the event,” Jarvis said.

An SIU professor played the part
of a penguin this week in the Fourth
Annual Polar Plunge for Special
Olympics Illinois.
Hundreds
of
spectators,
participants,
students
and
community members gathered
Saturday at Campus Lake as Cheryl
Jarvis, professor of marketing and
adviser for the SIU chapter of the
American Marketing Association,
was one of many who took the
plunge after her students raised over
$40,000 for the fundraiser.
The Polar Plunge is a national
fundraising effort for the Law
Enforcement Torch Run for Special
Olympics. Corporate sponsors for
the event include the Recreation
Center, Illinois State Police and
River Radio.
Torch Run is the largest fundraiser
benefitting Special Olympics Illinois.
The Special Olympics began
in July of 1968. Eunice Kennedy
Shriver and her peers sponsored
the first games held in Chicago at
Soldier Field.

Pomeii not explosive
See Pg 7

Special
Olympics
Illinois
provides funding for more than
21,000 athletes, 40,000 volunteers
and 18 area programs in all 102
of Illinois’ participating counties.
It provides year-round activities
for individuals who suffer from
intellectual disabilities.
Torch Runner and State Trooper
Michael Usher said the Polar Plunge
was a fun and effective way to raise
money for a good cause.
“It’s important that we do these
fundraisers because these athletes
are able to compete with no cost
to them or their families,” he
said. “The Special Olympics is an
awesome organization and this is
my second year being involved in
it, and it feels good being able to
help transform the lives of those
with intellectual disabilities.”
Jarvis, wearing a penguin costume
especially for the event, said AMA is
responsible for bringing the plunge
to Carbondale.
“Four years ago, a couple of our
officers did the plunge at Rend Lake
and came to me and said, ‘We have
a beautiful lake; we should be able to
do it here,’” she said.
That plan turned into the AMA’s
official fundraiser, and Jarvis said
they now do it every year.
Please see PLUNGE · 4

Saluki weekend wrap-up
See Pg 12
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The Daily Egyptian competed against 28 college publications in the annual Illinois College Press
Association competition Saturday in Chicago. A total of 17 awards were won by the newspaper staff,
including four first-place winners.

First Place

Third Place

Spot news photo: Jon Erik Bradford
Sports photo: Jon Erik Bradford
Feature photo: Laura Roberts
Classifieds Section: Staff

Spot news photo: Jon Erik Bradford
Feature photo: Chris Zoeller
Opinion page: Kayli Plotner
Sports news story: Terrance Peacock

Second Place

News story: Kayli Plotner
Front-page layout: Staff
Full-page ad: Annmarie Nichols
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In an interview with Lampe on
WKMS, Dunn said his relationship
with the board was based on “a
classic difference of philosophies.”
Dunn could not be reached for
comment at the time of publication.
During a Kentucky Educational
Television broadcast from April 12
with host Ferrell Wellman, Lampe
said, “There wasn’t a vote planned
for that quarterly meeting; there was
nothing on the agenda. The board
chairman, Constantine Curris, who
is a former Murray State president,
brought up voting on President
Dunn’s contract under the guise of
other business on the agenda.”
“The Board wishes to continue
handling this decision in a
professional manner,” Curris said

Honorable Mention
Multimedia production: Sarah Gardner,
Chris Zoeller, Seth Richardson
Sports game story: Terrance Peacock
Sports design: Staff
Ad campaign: Staff

in an email Friday. “Inasmuch as
neither the SIU governing board nor
the search firm it employed contacted
me as Chair of the Murray State
Governing Board to inquire as to the
reasons for the non-renewal of his
contract, it would be inappropriate
to discuss those matters at this time.”
Lampe said after the March
meeting, he was informed the board
met the night before to discuss
Dunn’s renewal.
“That next day I called Dr. Curris
and asked him, ‘Did you guys
get together the night before the
meeting?’ And he said, ‘Well, there
was a social gathering of five to six
regents at a regent’s home,’” he said.
All but one board member
present at the social gathering voted
against Dunn.
After notice of the meeting became
public, a complaint was filed with the

IC

Kentucky Attorney’s General office,
which deemed the meeting an illegal
violation of the Open Meetings Act.
Jack Rose, a faculty regent during
this time, said the meeting was held
at Sharon Green’s home. Green is the
chair of Enrollment Management
and Student Success on the Murray
State Board of Regents.
Rose said he was not invited to
the meeting and would not have
attended if he were.
“It’s my opinion that Dr. Curris
wanted as many votes as he could get
to not renew Dr. Dunn’s contract,”
he said. “To me (the meeting) was
either — it had to demonstrate to me
a level of arrogance or a level of not
understanding the law.”
Steve Beshear, the governor of
Kentucky and Attorney General at
the time of the violation, stepped in.
“Dr. Curris and the governor

PA

of Kentucky are probably closer
than most brothers,” he said. “The
attorney general slapped their hands
but they just basically ignored it. I
think again it’s all intertwined in our
political system in Kentucky.”
After the vote was voided, the
Murray State Board of Regents voted
again. They stood by their decision
to not renew Dunn’s contract.
Prior to the original contract vote
meeting, Rose filed an application
for re-election to be a faculty regent.
He resigned as a faculty regent
directly after the vote to effectively
dismiss Dunn.
“The issue about their illegal
meeting had not come up in the
(voting) meeting,” Rose said. “And I
felt the only way that it could get the
attention that it needed — and so at
the very end I made this statement:
‘I just hope there has not been

inappropriate behavior on any part
of this board prior to this meeting.’”
Miller’s contract as interim
president ends June 30. Murray State
will name a new president in March.
“We have gone through what I call
political — I hate to use this word
— but political shenanigans when
hiring a president here for I don’t
know how long,” Rose said.
After the second non-renewal,
Dunn was hired as the president of
Youngstown State University the
very same day, May 10.
Tyler Dixon contributed to this story.
Luke Nozicka can be reached at
lnozicka@dailyegyptian.com, on
Twitter at
@LukeNozicka,
or 536-3311 ext. 268.
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New funding guidelines take affect
LUKE NOZICKA
Daily Egyptian
Changes in the student-funding
guidelines may make Undergraduate
Student Government allocations
more efficient.
Treasurer Cameron Shulak, a junior
from Louisville, Ky., studying aviation,
said the alterations ensure fair funding
and include prioritizing umbrella groups,
creating four submission periods and
limiting certain allocations. The guidelines
were passed last semester, and most of the
changes went into effect immediately.
Umbrella organizations, or groups that
support other RSOs, will now have their
funding needs met before non-umbrellas.
Shulak said umbrella organizations on
campus include the Student Programming
Council, the International Student
Council and the Inter-Greek Council.
Requests for operational allocations,
previously known as spring allocations,
are due at the end of February. USG
President Adrian Miller, a junior from
Carbondale studying political science,
said the new process is much easier.
“Instead of making spring allocations
— essentially allocate almost all the
money like it has been in the past —
it will now only be used to allocate for
operational budgets,” Miller said. “The
event aspect of RSOs is an addition to
what the operational budget needs are.”
Once applications are in, organizations
meet with the Student Funding Board. The
board consists of Shulak and six other USG
members who make recommendations to
the Senate for approval.
“The question that a lot of those
groups, the non-umbrella organizations,

‘‘I

nstead of making
spring allocations
essentially allocate
almost all the money like
it has been in the past it
will now only be used to
allocate for operational
budgets

— Adrian Miller
USG President

are going to have is, ‘When do we get
the chance for our money?’” Shulak said.
Student Funding Board member
Ashley Ulferts, a sophomore from
Rockford studying philosophy and
paralegal studies, said operational
allocations are now offered to just
umbrella organizations.
Non-umbrella groups may submit
applications by the end of March for
events Aug. 1 to Oct. 15, which is the first
application deadline for the next fiscal
year. Ulferts said there are four different
periods for applications, requiring RSOs
to plan ahead.
The second deadline, for events taking
place from Oct. 16 to Dec. 31, is in the
end of August. Third-period applications
for events Jan. 1 through March 15 are
due in the end of October, and the final
period, for events March 16 to May 31,
is in the end of January.
Shulak said having time periods makes
the process of approving and allocating
funds smooth and just.
“That way instead of looking at an
entire pool of hundreds of events, and a

hundred applications for the entire year,
we are sort of splitting it up into chunks,”
he said. “We think it will be a lot more
fair that way.”
Applications must be submitted to
the USG office by 4:30 p.m. the day of
the deadline. If the due date falls on a
weekend or holiday, applications must
be submitted by 4:30 p.m. on the last
business day prior to the deadline.
The Student Funding Board meets
with groups within one month of
receiving the application.
Miller said prior to the change in
guidelines, USG accepted applications
within 30 days before an event. He said
in previous years about 15 RSOs received
funding each year.
“We’ve been able to expand the
number of RSOs who have access and
opportunity to receive funding,” he
said. “We’ve gone from about 10 RSOs
getting funded a year to over 70.”
The new guidelines also put a limit
on allocations. Umbrella organizations
may receive no more than $20,000 per
fiscal year or $10,000 per semester. Nonumbrella organizations may receive no
more than $10,000 per fiscal year or
$5,000 per semester.
The guidelines state allocations are
limited to $500 for food, $500 for
advertising and $2,500 for honorariums.
Organizations may request general
funding or operational allocations at www.
usg.rso.siu.edu or from the USG office.
Luke Nozicka can be reached at
lnozicka@dailyegyptian.com,
on Twitter at @LukeNozicka,
or 536-3311 ext. 268.

Molding a future

Sarah Dorau, a senior from Muncie, Ind., studying
art, throws a clay pot Wednesday during a craft shop
demonstration in the Student Center. Dorau first
majored in blacksmithing before deciding to change
her major. “I took my first ceramics class and I loved it
and I was like I can never give this up … its more peaceful
and therapeutic,” Dorau said. The demonstration
was to encourage people to visit the Student Center
Craft Shop and promote the Fantastic Fridays events
Fridays from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. beginning March 21
and ending April 25 in the Student Center Craft Shop
located on the lower level of the Student Center.
JAKE HAINES
DAILY EGYPTIAN
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“It’s just become huge,” she said. “The
first year we raised about $27,000, the
second year they raised about $33,000,
the third year they raised about $42,000
and this year I anticipate that we raised
over $60,000.”
Individuals can also raise money for
the cause with a $75 minimum donation.
“I personally rose over $2,700 just by
soliciting friends, colleagues and family
members who wanted to see me take the
plunge,” Jarvis said.
Visibly nervous, Jarvis said she was
excited to partake in the event.
“I’m plunging to support my students,”
she said. “They wanted me to plunge the
first year they did it, and I said I would
challenge them. I said if they could raise
at least $40,000, I’d do it. This just goes to
show you, never underestimate the power
of what SIU students can do when they
put their energy and minds to it.”
Kristina Miller, a senior from Lake
Villa studying marketing and German,
is the event coordinator for the local
AMA chapter. She also took the plunge
in support of one of her family members.
“I’m plunging for my cousin who has
autism. We’re about the same age, and
I’m just doing it for him.”
For more information about the Polar
Plunge, visit www.soill.org.

REMY ABROUGHT · DAILY EGYPTIAN

Members of the Southern Illinois Roller Girls
participate in the annual Polar Plunge Saturday at Campus
Lake. The American Marketing Association brought the
event to SIU four years ago. Participants raised money and
then ran into the 36-degree lake to benefit the Special
Olympics. Local sponsors included the Recreation Center,
River Region Radio and Illinois State Police. Another Polar
Plunge to benefit the Special Olympics was also held
Saturday at Rend Lake College.

Sustainability pays off
KIA SMITH
Daily Egyptian
The Sustainability Council is
now accepting applications for the
2014 Green Fund awards as part
of a continuing effort to have SIU
“Go Green.”
The awards focus on proposals
involving research about education
and development of renewable
energy and research on how to make
the campus more energy efficient.
Applicants are graded based on
a specialized rubric, which lists

outreach, education, leadership,
fundraising, student engagement
and other criteria as factors of
approval. The rubric can be found on
the Sustainability Council’s website.
The council was formed in 2009
when the SIU Board of Trustees
passed a bill for a $10 per semester
green fee. The board approved the
fee after 73 percent of students
voted to make campus a “greener
place,” making this one of the few
fees students actively voted for.
More than $150,000 will be
awarded this year, and any staff,

student, faculty member or RSO is
eligible to participate. A workshop
for writing a proposal is available
Friday in the Sustainability Office,
located on the first floor of the
Student Center.
The deadline for proposals is
March 21. Applicants will be notified
on April 22 if they win the award.

Kia Smith can be reached at
ksmith@dailyegyptian.com

OpiniOn
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Editorial Policy

Notice

Our Word is the consensus of the Daily Egyptian Editorial Board on local, national
and global issues affecting the Southern Illinois University community. Viewpoints
expressed in columns and letters to the editor do not necessarily reflect those of the
Daily Egyptian.

The Daily Egyptian is a “designated public
forum.” Student editors have the authority to
make all content decisions without censorship
or advance approval. We reserve the right not to
publish any letter or guest column.

Staff Column

Michael Jordan soars over LeBron James
ZACH MCGINNIS
Daily Egyptian
The fact that people even dare to
mention LeBron James and “His
Airness” in the same sentence is
an insult to the greatest basketball
player to ever live. James is widely
considered to be the best player in
the game today and can certainly
make a case as the most athletic
player to ever take to the hard
court, but he pales in comparison
when stacked against the likes of
Michael Jordan. On paper, his
stats are comparable and his trophy
case is growing by the year, but, as
everyone well knows, basketball
games are not played on paper.
James lacks the intangibles
that comprised Jordan’s resume.
The competitive drive, passion,
leadership, integrity and general
gamesmanship that Jordan brought
every night for 48 minutes made
him the icon that he still is.
Everyone
remembers
the
famous flu game, game five of the
1997 NBA finals when Scottie
Pippen carried Jordan off the
floor after securing a Bulls victory.
Jordan played 44 of 48 minutes
and scored 38 points that night.
This performance is the epitome
of sheer willpower and competitive
spirit. Jordan put the good of the
team before himself constantly,
something that James will never do.

James is the recipient of special
treatment from officials in ways
that no other player enjoys.
He consistently gets away with
traveling as well as fouling other
players. Every questionable call
goes his way, and when they don’t,
he gets up in the official’s face and
throws a fit. This action would
typically result in a technical foul
being called for any other player,
but not “King” James. To those
that would argue all superstars
get preferential treatment from
referees, Jordan averaged 2.6 fouls
per game in his career, while James
is averaging only 1.97, the lowest of
any player in history. The difference
in averages may seem minute, but
multiply them out over a career
and the totals are not close.
On the other hand, James gets
a foul call every time a player
touches him and sometimes
even when they don’t. James can
be seen “flopping” on plenty of
occasions. It’s not enough that
he already has the officials in his
pocket; he must also pretend to
get fouled and fall down when no
one touches him. Jordan would
never even think about “acting”
his way to the free-throw line.
He wanted to win more than
anything, but he would have
never considered cheating to win
a championship.
James’ integrity as a basketball
player is pathetic. Jordan is the

American god of dedication, hard
work and perseverance. James is not
fit to be his footstool. The “chosen”
tattoo that he has etched across his
back says it all. He doesn’t think he
needs to earn a spot in history; he
thinks that he deserves it by virtue
of self-entitlement.
The only argument that James’
supporters can make is through
statistical analysis. Since James is
still playing and Jordan’s days of
lacing up are but a fond memory,
the only fair way to conduct
statistical analysis is to use data
up to the day that each player
turned 29 (James’ current age).
James has four MVP awards
and has won two championships.
At the same age, Jordan had only
won two of his five MVPs and only
one of his six championships. Also,
out of the five major statistical
categories, James has a substantial
lead in points, rebounds and
assists, and a marginal lead in
blocks. The 29-year-old Jordan
held a commanding lead in the
steals department.
Possibly the most important
number is disregarded. The
number of games played by each
up to the age of 29 is heavily in
James’ favor. James has played in
794 contests compared to 559
for Jordan. James went straight to
the NBA out of high school and
Jordan went to UNC for three
years. Also Jordan missed all but

18 games of his second season
due to a broken ankle.
For any doubters that still think
James is comparable to Jordan,
don’t forget Jordan won two NBA
Slam Dunk titles and only Jordan
was able to free the Looney Tunes
from an evil race of cartoon aliens.
All levity aside, this comparison
has been a hotly debated topic in
the basketball world since James
first entered the league. It has been
thrown back into the spotlight
somewhat after James responded to
an interview question asking him
to name four players that belong
on an NBA version of Mount
Rushmore. James listed Jordan,
“Magic” Johnson, Larry Bird and
Oscar Robertson as his four elites,
but made sure to add thoughts on
his own legacy.
“I’m going to be one of the top
four that’s ever played this game,
for sure,” James told NBA TV.
“And if they don’t want me to have
one of those top four spots, they’d
better find another spot on that
mountain. Somebody’s gotta get
bumped, but that’s not for me to
decide. That’s for the architects.”
Perhaps James shouldn’t invest
in any mountain-climbing gear just
yet, because he will never supplant
Jordan as the greatest of all time.
Zach McGinnis can be reached at
Zmcginnis@dailyegyptian.com
or 536-3311 ext. 254
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Whimsical Pokey LaFarge returns to Midwest
JAKE SAUNDERS
Daily Egyptian

Pokey LaFarge developed his
musical talents growing up in
Illinois, and his self-titled six-piece
band brought their old-time folk
sound to Hangar 9 Friday night.
The band emanates whimsical and
melodic sounds, emoting fanciful
and enthusiastic moods. Each note
the instrumentation delivers harks
back to generations long past.
“The core of the band has been
the same for about five years
now,” LaFarge said. “I have two
horn players that have been with
me for a little over a year now.
They are pretty much with me all
the time.”
The front man’s tenor voice
sweeps around his guitar. Softly,
the strings are strummed and flow
poignantly within the outside
instrumentation. Then the horn
section, composed of T.J. Muller
and Chloe Feoranzo, drives in.
Muller’s trumpet ignites perfectly
and timely through its muted
cadences, successfully emitting the
classic feel.
“There’s things you can find
satisfaction in through all aspects
of playing: the immediate pleasure
of creating the music, and the
traveling and meeting the people
and growing as a person and a
musician,” Muller said.

Feoranzo’s
clarinet
chimes
through when her saxophone is not
billowing away alongside Muller’s
trumpeted, creating an explosive
wind performance.
“Performing is one big, long
adventure,” Feoranzo said. “We go
so many places and you get to see
so many cool things.”
The
Hangar
audience’s
recognition finds a harmony
with the front man and together
they form a chanting refrain with
the band. The sound is glowing,
radiant-like howls composed under
moonbeams that shake calmly in
the warm night.
“We’ve played Carbondale a
few times, at Hangar 9 I think
twice. When it comes down to it,
I’ll pretty much play anywhere,”
LaFarge said. “I want to travel the
world and see everything I can,
and luckily I’ve got to see a good
bit thus far.”
The strings pick up, jutting
like the freeform waves that rise
and fall, back and forth, in quick
succession. The traditional sounds
run through the evening air as
the harmony of vocals flood and
the strings pluck and the horns
bleat, each in distinct and separate
rhythms that join uniquely.
As much as the voice of LaFarge
echoes the musical intentions of
songwriters in the early century,
the wind instrumentation and
staccato strings certainly resound

ROBERT OLSON · DAILY EGYPTIAN

Bluegrass group Pokey LaFarge performs “Devil Ain’t Lazy” Friday at Hanger 9. The lead singer, Pokey
LaFarge released two solo albums before teaming up with the South City Three in 2009. South City
Three rebranded themselves as Pokey LaFarge after adding a trumpeter and clarinetist and releasing
a self-titled album in 2013. The performance was the band’s first in Carbondale since 2012.
in equally strong measures.
The guitars clamor and the
harmonica whips as the bass taps
and the winds stir, generating
a traditional feel of simplicity
through the demanding polyphonic
instrumentation arrangements.
The rising musical styling of
LaFarge is quickly growing and

despite the old-time feel, it is
certainly a flame far from burning
out.
“It’s a lot of work to put a show
on the road, and we tour about
250 shows a year and travel all
around the world,” Larfarge said.
“I’m writing constantly and doing
lots of different things on the side

to keep it going to keep getting
better as a musician and better as
a person.”
Jake Saunders can be reached at
jsaunders@dailyegyptian.com, on
Twitter @saundersfj or by phone at
536-3311 ext. 254.
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‘Pompeii’ fails to ignite like Vesuvius
KYLE SUTTON
Daily Egyptian

Molten rock and mediocre acting
erupted from the depths of Mt.
Vesuvius this weekend with the release
of Paul W.S. Anderson’s disaster film
“Pompeii” (Rated PG-13; 105 Min.).
Although “Pompeii” is visually
appealing and action-packed, the
film lacks a complex plot and in
no way shows the true talents of
its cast. Set in Italy in 79 A.D., the
movie follows slave-turned-gladiator
Milo, nicknamed “The Celt” (Kit
Harington), as he searches for
freedom and love.
The plot of the movie follows
Milo as he is taken to Pompeii to
be displayed as a puppet, fighting
for his life for the entertainment
of the people. Knowing that each

day could be his last, Milo uses his
anger against the Roman Empire to
enhance his skills as a fighter.
In his quest, Milo stumbles on the
beautiful Cassia (Emily Browning).
This romance, as depicted by Anderson,
captures the cliché rich girl, poor boy
romance seen in so many movies before
it, making “Pompeii” a combination of
“Gladiator” and “Titanic.”
However, this depiction fails
miserably at capturing the essence
of these movies. The dialogue
between characters, neither complex
nor entertaining, is quite dull in
comparison to these award-winning
films. Browning’s and Harington’s
romance mostly stems from their
glances at each other throughout
the film. The lack of conversation
between the two makes it difficult for
the development of love to blossom.
As Milo prepares to fight the
champion gladiator of Pompeii,

he discovers the man behind the
slaughtering of his family as a child
— corrupted Roman senator Corvus
(Kiefer Sutherland) — has entered
Pompeii to invest his political power
and take the beautiful and unwilling
Cassia as his own.
Sutherland’s character is a villainous
depiction of poor acting. Flaunting a
strange accent that in no way sounds
Italian, Corvus is one of those characters
everyone hates. His madness, however,
is quite entertaining on a hold your
breath, try not to laugh level.
Beyond the lack of strong dialogue,
character and plot development, the
movie does provide a lot of visually
appealing concepts. “Pompeii”
certainly won’t blow audiences’
minds, but between the vicious
gladiator fights and the exciting
explosion of the volcano, viewers get
a healthy dose of action, making up
for the film’s other blunders.
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American Lion lets out ferocious roar
KYLE SUTTON
Daily Egyptian
As the sun disappeared Saturday
night under the distant horizon in
Carbondale, the king of the jungle
took up residence at Tres Hombres
Mexican Restaurant and Bar.
American Lion, fresh off the
release of their album “Empire,”
echoed down the strip. The Mount
Vernon band mixes herd southern
rock with the early forms of deep
blues and features singer/songwriter
Joseph Eastwood Frisch on guitar
and vocals, Jake Schofield on bass,
Tim Hall on drums and percussion,
Hogan Williams on drums and
keyboard and Troy Kirkpatrick on

tuba and trombone.
Together the five-man band
produces a sound unique to their
genre. Funky bass lines and hard blues
drums keep the rhythm while the
sounds of the tuba, keys and congas
fill in the empty spaces.
The Lion’s heart comes from Frisch.
With a deep echoing voice and a
distorted take on acoustic slide guitar,
Frisch breathes that final element
into the band to solidify the overall
sound. Frisch said when looking for
songs, he seeks simplicity - by finding
songs with simple lyrics and style, the
band can have ample opportunity to
improvise and make songs their own.
“The music that inspires me is
pretty simple blues songs,” he said.

“I like songs that can be done in any
way and any style.”
The band usually plays about 75
percent originals and 25 percent
covers, depending on the venue and
how long they are scheduled to play,
Frisch said. However, the band’s
unique covers could be easily mistaken
for American Lion compositions.
“We mostly play originals and we
play a lot of old delta-blues songs,
but we rock them out,” Frisch said.
“Most people get confused and think
half of them are our songs anyway
because they sound very similar to
our originals.”
This roaring hard-rock blues
feel is evident on songs such as
“Gasoline,” from Frisch’s solo album,

“Mammoth.” The old Southern blues
tune encompasses the band’s style
with fiery vocals and slide guitar
overlaying a blues beat.
Frisch and Hall, who provided
percussion for “Mammoth,” formed
the band in 2009. Williams said he
began playing with Frisch about five
years ago while they were working
together on a cartoon.
“We were recording the soundtrack
for the cartoon, and that’s when we
realized we had just as much fun
making music as making the cartoon,”
Williams said. “We started from there
and then I joined in with the whole
American Lion crew.”
Much of the group’s musical
inspiration comes from a mixture of

genres stemming from black culture,
Schofield said. Blues, funk, hip-hop
and rock ’n’ roll all play a part in
the overall composition of American
Lion’s music.
“I grew up listening to all kinds of
stuff, so this is a little piece of what I
like to do,” Schofield said.
The band is working on putting
their album “Empire” on iTunes,
but for now hard copies of the
CD are available at shows. Frisch’s
“Mammoth” can be found on iTunes.
American Lion returns to Hangar
9 March 29.

Kyle Sutton can be reached at
ksutton@dailyegyptian.com, on
Twitter @KyleSutton_DE

Seth Meyers ready to take NBC’s ‘Late Night’ in new direction
RICK BENTLEY
The Fresno Bee
Taking over the hosting duties on NBC’s
“Late Night” might not seem to have the same
cache of becoming the new “Tonight Show”
host, but it has certainly been an important
stepping stone in the late-night talk world.
David Letterman, Conan O’Brien and Jimmy
Fallon have gone from the post-midnight time

slot to more high-exposure talk show jobs.
And now, it’s “Saturday Night Live” alumnus
Seth Meyers taking over the time slot. “Late Night
with Seth Meyers” launches Monday (or early
Tuesday morning depending on how you look at it).
“It’s certainly a big thing to be stepping into.
On the same note, though, ‘Weekend Update’
was a big thing to step into. ‘SNL’ was a big thing
to step into. I think I’ve found over the years, if
you get too hung up on the legacy of what you

are taking over, it gets in the way a little bit of
doing the work,” Meyers told TV critics. “Our
goal is just to try to do the funniest thing we can
every night and get better each time out.”
And, Meyers is going to try to be funny in
his own way.
Letterman had a goofy style, whether talking
to guests or doing comedy bits. O’Brien brought
a manic energy to everything he did. And Fallon
made “Late Night” less of a talk show and more

of a variety program.
The memories of late-night talk for Meyers is
less Johnny Carson and more Letterman.
“I had an uncle who was one of those weird
uncles who sort of always smelled like a Pink Floyd
concert, and he kind of hipped us to Letterman. I
remember taping it and watching it,” Meyers said.
“That was a show where you would go to school the
next day, and everybody would try to remember as
many of the things from the Top 10 list as possible.”
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THE Daily Commuter Puzzle

DOWN
1 Feverish
2 Lincoln and
Beame

3 4

Thursday’s Answers:

by Jacqueline E. Mathews

Complete the grid so each
row, column and 3-by3 box (in bold borders)
contain every digit, 1 to
9. For strategies on how
to SOLUTION
solve Sudoku,
visit
TO THURSDAY’S PUZZLE
w w w. s u d o ku . o rg. u k .

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME

by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek

02/24/14

Monday’s Puzzle Solved

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

www

Tribune
Agency. All rights reser
by David L. Hoyt and
JeffContent
Knurek

DANAP
ROFRU

©2012 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

©2012 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
NARGT
©2012 Reserved.
Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights
All Rights Reserved.

OMEOS
NARGT

(c) 2012 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

35
38
39
41
42
44
45

Painful cry
Viewed briefly
Asian nation
Weep
Schnoz
Goads
Dissuades;
talks out of
47 Aviator

48
49
50
52
53
54
55
59

02/20/14

Fawn bearers
Seldom seen
Encourage
Beige shade
Drug agent
Cut short
Engrave
Glide like JeanClaude Killy

BMASUH

RIUFEG
BMASUH

HIDORA

KECTAL
HIDORA

Answer:
A:
Answer:
Answer:

Pick up the Daily Egyptian each day
to test your crossword skills

Find us on Facebook http://www.facebook.com/jumble

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
four Jumbles,
one Unscramble
letter to eachthese
square,
one
letter
to
each
square,
to form four ordinary words.
to form four ordinary words.

ROFRU

Com
so e
colu
3-by
(in b
cont
digit
For
how
Sud

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
THAT
SCRAMBLED
GAME
© 2014
The
Mepham Group. Distributed
by David
L. Hoyt and WORD
Jeff
Knurek
Find us on Facebook http://www.facebook.com/jumble

3 Lyme disease
transmitter
4 Series of eight
piano keys
5 Vulgar
6 __ over; deliver
7 Wicked
8 Flowing back
9 Collision; force
10 Drop of sorrow
11 Monty Python’s
__ Idle
12 Tillis and Tormé
14 Removed
peanut casings
21 Plunged in
headfirst
25 Frequently, to a
poet
26 Gladden
27 Meat shunner
28 Obvious
29 __ without;
forgoing
30 Ladder step
31 Heroic tales
32 Glossy black
bird
33 Begin

Thursday’s
Puzzle Solved
Wednesday’s Puzzle Solved

Find us on Facebook http://www.facebook.com/jumble

ACROSS
1 Derby or pillbox
4 Yellow shade
9 Dating couple
gossiped about
13 Geisha sashes
15 Want badly
16 French mother
17 Computer
geek, for short
18 Garment for an
ancient Roman
19 Bucket
20 Run off quickly
22 Curved bands
of sparks
23 “I __ Lucy”
24 Physician, for
short
26 Develop
29 Vagabonds
34 Embankment
35 __ Rushmore
36 Bit of butter
37 Elderly
38 Leaving
39 Paper towel
brand
40 Street paver’s
substance
41 Sound of a
firehouse bell
42 More pleasant
43 Penetrating
45 “Well, now, __
that beat all!”
46 School building
47 Nuisance
48 Controlled
substance
51 Remorse
56 Crew members
57 Climb
58 __ and crafts
60 Thus
61 Boo-boo
62 Make fun of
63 “As __ on TV”;
words in an ad
64 Air __;
channels for
ventilation
65 Fraternity letter

2

Now arrange the circled letters
Now
arrange
the circled
letters as
to
form
the
surprise
answer,
Nowthe
arrange
theanswer,
circled
letters
to form
surprise
as
suggested
by
the
above
cartoon.
to form the surprise answer,
as
suggested by the above cartoon.
suggested by the above cartoon.

A

(Answers
tomorrow)
(Answers
tomorrow)
(Answers tomorrow)
GIANT
RURAL
LOTION
VALLEY
Jumbles:
Jumbles:
VOUCH
PURGE
IMPORT
Thursday’s Jumbles: VOUCH PURGE IMPORT ENCORE
Yesterday’s
Yesterday’s
ENCORE
George
Washington’s
militarygold
strategies
Answer: When
Yesterday’s
asked
if she
wanted
ororsilver,
Answer:
Answers:
asked
if she
wanted gold
silver,she
she
Answer: When
were —
replied
—REVOLUTIONARY
EITHER
“ORE”
replied
— EITHER
“ORE”

Aries — Today is an 8 —
Emotions match the mood from a
dream. Make a career power play.
Take photos of your experience, and
keep a journal. Don’t rush; wait for the
final decision. Anticipate changes.

Cancer — Today is a 9 —
Negotiations resume. Be careful
where you put your cash. You
and a partner can stir things up.
Share your dreams, and find ways
to collaborate to realize them.

Libra — Today is a 7 — Review
beliefs and assumptions. Discuss
your theory with a scientific type.
Household issues require attention.
Authorize improvements that could
involve water.

Capricorn — Today is a 6 —
Think about your future needs.
Assess whether or not you’re on
track. The improvements you’re
making are valuable. Have your
budget reflect your dreams.

Taurus — Today is a 7 — Polish
your career image. Watch the big
picture. Call ahead for what you
need to avoid running all over
town. Unite for truth and justice.
Imagination soars. Cheer up others.

Leo — Today is a 7 — Get a lot
done and don’t cheat. Consider
preposterous suggestions. Refocus
on career priorities. Someone may
try to fool you. Avoid scams, cons
and predators. Opt out.

Scorpio — Today is an 9 — Study
for the next two days. Seek help
from a higher source. Allow
extra time to deliver packages
or communications. Invest in
home, family, land or real estate.

Aquarius — Today is a 7 —
Get introspective. Your goals
get closer, with practice. Learn
as quickly as possible. Your
inspiration facilitates action. Watch
out for surprises, and set priorities.

Gemini — Today is an 8 — Friends
help you get farther. A trip is
in your future. Plan a winning
strategy. Attend to finances to
make it happen. The competition
is sharpening your skills.

Virgo — Today is a 6 — Set longterm goals with your sweetheart or
family. Add elegance and glamour.
Wit is a big help. Get something
you’ve always wanted. Imagine a
fun event and make it reality.

Sagittarius — Today is a 9 — Today
and tomorrow could potentially
get expensive. You could also
profit financially from disciplined
efforts. Your morale gets a boost.
You’re learning quickly.

Pisces — Today is a 7 —
Discuss finances. Your friends are
inspirational. They help with a
household project. Get something
delicious for the team. A dream
figure reveals a hidden door.
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Ultimate Frisbee not just for the boys
TYLER DAVIS
Daily Egyptian
Throwing a Frisbee accurately is hard
enough. The difficulty of throwing it to a
moving target who is guarded by a defender
takes an underrated amount of athletic ability.
This athletic ability is personified in Ultimate
Frisbee.
The Ultimate Frisbee Club on campus
was a coed club for most of its existence,
but four years ago it split off into a men’s
and women’s side.
The women’s only team is now known as the
“Blackouts,” and fields a nine-player team.
Shane Bennett, the associate director of Sport
Clubs and Intramurals, said he remembers
when the team split from the men.
“Our women’s Ultimate Frisbee club broke
away from the men’s side because it was a co-rec
team and they developed their own,” Bennett
said. “They’ve actually seen an increase in
participation for the women through Ultimate
Frisbee.”
While the enrollment numbers were high
at one point, reaching nearly 20, Blackouts’
President Jess Stapleton, a senior from
Naperville studying community health
education, said the team has seen fluctuations
in membership.
“We had like six or seven girls our freshman
year that we’d bring to tournaments,” Stapleton
said. “We had 15 in the fall. Right now we have
nine. We are always looking for more.”
Stapleton said the team was created when
she first came to SIU. Since joining, Stapleton
said the club has helped her in numerous ways
but emphasized the social aspect.
“One of our alumni girls my freshman year
decided to make a women’s team because it
was just coed,” Stapleton said. “Since then
we’ve created our own little community, like
a family.”
This a family that competes on the field
together and relaxes together, Stapleton said.

She said a good deal of traveling and also brings is where you should be on the field,’” Wagner
the team closer together.
said. “It’s a great resource to have.”
The club goes to Ohio, Arkansas and
Not only do the men and women’s teams
Kentucky, and around Illinois.
compete together in the fall, they also root for
One member who has been around for each other when the teams go to events at the
those trips is Sarah Wagner, a junior from Oak same location, Stapleton said.
Park studying psychology. Wagner said she has
Jake Vrabel, a junior from Mundelein
embraced the team as a family in her four years studying aviation flight, said helping the
of playing.
women’s team is not only good for the women
“From building a community, we now have but for the men’s team as well.
these people that want
“We try to help
to come back and see
them out because it’s
us,” Wagner said. “Even
good for them to play
t’s a hard sport to get
though we are all getting
with some competitive
people into but I feel
older and older so many
guys,” Vrabel said.
people will come back to
like once they get into it “For us, it helps us all
Carbondale. That’s one of
get back to the basics
then you’re hooked
my favorite parts.”
and kind of learn what
Those people who
the fundamentals of
come back to Carbondale
— Jess Stapleton Frisbee are.”
are alumni who played
The game is played
senior from Naperville
studying community health similar to 7-on-7 flag
ultimate Frisbee during
their time as students.
football except that
They return yearly for the tournaments players are only able to run when they do
hosted on campus, including “So. Ill”, a not have the Frisbee. Throwing the Frisbee
coed tourney hosted by both the men and accurately and knowing the rules are the most
women’s teams.
important aspects of the game.
“They have an alumni team, they’re called
Vrabel said the men’s team has new members
‘Slum,’ like southern alum,” Wagner said. who are still getting used to the game, so when
“We hang out, watch VHS movies, do lame they help the women they are helping their
stuff together but we just enjoy being around own team as well.
each other.”
“Everyone’s still learning,” Vrabel said. “For
Stapleton said the family concept is huge for our newcomers it’s good for them so they
the team and alumni. She also said the men’s understand the game, understand the drills,
team was part of that family.
understand what goes down on the field.”
“In the fall, the less-serious season, we do
Recently the number of “newcomers” for
a lot of coed tournaments,” Stapleton said. women has slowed down, Stapleton said.
“They’re some of our closest friends.”
“It’s a hard sport to get people into but I feel
Wagner said the men’s team provides not like once they get into it then you’re hooked,”
only companionship off the field, but a good Stapleton said. “But now, when you’re going
example of how to become a better team on up against teams with 15-20 girls and you have
the field as well.
seven on the field, it’s hard.”
“The guys’ team is so nice. They’ll to come
For students who may be interested
up to our girls and say, ‘I saw you doing this, but afraid the activity will interfere with
but this what you should be doing,’ or ‘This schoolwork, Wagner and Stapleton said it has

‘‘I

not been a problem.
“I always had this policy with the team that
school is going to come first,” Stapleton said.
“I try to make sure that people know that we’re
not trying to take over your time, we just want
you to come out and enjoy yourself.”
For Wagner, the game has had a positive effect
on her academics. She said her commitment
to the team has forced her to manage her
schoolwork more efficiently.
“You grow to love the game so you’ll say, ‘All
right, let me manage my time better. I’ll study
in between classes so I can make sure I can go
to practice today,’” Wagner said. “It’s a great
way to take a break away from all the school
and all the stress.”
Stapleton said the only way to tap into all
the positives the sport has to offer is by trying
it out.
“Just come out and try,” Stapleton said. “I
consider these girls very close to me and it’s
an amazing sport and an amazing experience.
It’s something worth trying and worth being
a part of.”
Wagner said the opportunities to stay active
and stay in shape can be an added bonus to
joining the club.
“It’s a combination of everything people
look for in a club or getting an experience
out of college,” Wagner said. “We love to be
outside and it’s such a good, energizing thing
for us to do.”
The team practices indoors from 6 to 8 p.m.
Tuesdays at Davies Gym and from 4 to 6 p.m.
Wednesday at court 3, at the Recreation Center
from 4 to 6 p.m. The club hopes start playing
outside soon.
Women interested in joining should come
to the practices at designated times or contact
Stapleton for more information.
Tyler Davis can be reached at
tdavis@dailyegyptian.com,
on Twitter @tdavis_DE,
or 536-3311 ext. 269
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winner. With one out, freshman Jake Hand hit
a single to centerfield that scored senior Matt
Jones from second base to give SIU an 8-7 lead
and the eventual win.
Coach Ken Henderson said despite the win,
he was let down by his team blowing the fourrun lead in the fifth inning.
“It was honestly disappointing we let that
lead get away,” Henderson said. “We made
some mistakes to let them back in the game,
we’re going to do that once in a while.”
The final game against the University of
Louisiana-Monroe was cancelled because
of rain.

TONY MCDANIEL
SYMONE WOOLRIDGE
AARON GRAFF
TYLER DAVIS
Daily Egyptian
SIU athletics were in action this weekend
with 11 different events in six sports during a
three-day period. Overall, the Salukis played
well with a record of 10-2 in the weekend’s
combined events.

Men’s basketball: Dawgs finally
control their own destiny
On the hardwood, men and women’s
basketball travelled to Evansville, Ind., for
late season matchups against the University of
Evansville Purple Aces.
Saturday, the men’s team picked up a crucial
late-season win over Evansville 61-56.
In the first half, SIU hit 44 percent of its
shots and jumped to a 14-point lead with
11 minutes left in the first half. Evansville
fought back for the remainder of the half to
cut SIU’s lead down to just seven points going
to halftime.
With 43 seconds left Evansville’s Blake
Simmons knocked down a 3-pointer to make
the score 56-54 in favor of SIU. Evansville
had an opportunity to take the lead after an
Anthony Beane turnover but the Purple Aces
gave the ball right back.
SIU’s win stemmed from the team’s ability
to shut down Evansville sophomore D.J.
Balentine, the Missouri Valley Conference’s
leading scorer. The Saluki defense held
Balentine to just two points.
The Salukis were led by Beane on the
offensive end. Beane scored 22 points in the
win and has put up at least 20 points in seven
of the past eight games.

Women’s basketball: Seniors hope
for answers despite blowout game
As the season winds down, the Salukis set a
school record, but not the type of record they
want to remember after their 67-31 loss against
the University of Evansville.
The final score marks the lowest scoring
game the Salukis have had in 39 years. The
loss drops SIU to 4-21 overall and 2-11 in
the MVC.
The Salukis have been searching for a win
they haven’t found in seven consecutive games.
The last time the Aces and Salukis met at
the SIU Arena, the home team grabbed an
11-point win.
Senior guard Sydney Goins said the
difference between the two games was the flow,
the amount of turnovers, and confidence.
“We had a lot of turnovers this game and
obviously we can’t get into our offense without
the ball, so those points off of the transitions
really got us, ” she said.
During the second half SIU let its guard
down and were outscored 40-8.
Purple Aces freshman and MVC leading
scorer Sara Dickey showed SIU what it has
to look forward to for the next three years.
Dickey led her team with 18 points.
Despite working harder physically, coach
Cindy Stein has been working to boost the
Salukis’ mental confidence since the start of
the season.
“That’s one thing we really have to work
on—is fighting throughout,” she said. “I can’t
stand going to someone’s gym and have them
out-hustle us.”
The Salukis were 2 of 22 from the floor in
the second half. Senior guard Jordyn Courier

Men’s tennis: SIU tennis
starts streaking

LEWIS MARIEN DAILY EGYPTIAN
Junior tennis player Natasha Tomishima returns a hit Friday during her doubles
match against Arkansas State University at Garden Grove Event Center in Carbondale.
Tomishima and doubles partner Meagan Monaghan won their match against
Arkansas State senior Janie Nowland and junior Tamara Slijepcevic 8-7. The Salukis
will play Cleveland State University Saturday at home.
scored nearly one-third of SIU’s points,
finishing with 11.
Goins and Courier are wrapping up the final
games of their college career. Courier said the
team would continue to grow and get better as
the seasons progress.
“I just think everybody needs to continue
to listen to what coach Stein says because
coach knows what she’s talking about,”
Courier said. “I feel like she will definitely
turn the program around but everyone just
needs to get behind her.”
With two home and two away games left, the
women want to end their season strong. SIU
hosts back-to-back games beginning Thursday
against Missouri State University.

Softball: Salukis win one, drop
another
On the diamond, softball and baseball
continued their young season.
The softball team entered the weekend’s
set of games with a record of 4-5. The team
travelled to Jacksonville, Fla. for the second
straight week, this time for the Jacksonville
Invitational. SIU was originally scheduled
to play five games, but action was rained out
Friday and Sunday leaving SIU with just two
games to play Saturday.
Saturday, SIU played Bethune-Cookman
University winning easily 12-2 in five innings.
Senior Jana Spivey’s four RBIs, three of which
came on a double on the fourth inning, led the
Dawgs to the win.
SIU also got a boost from their pitching.
Senior Katie Bertelsen threw all five innings
for the Salukis and earned her second win of
the season.
In game two, the Salukis failed to get
anything going offensively against Jacksonville
University. The Dolphins pitching held SIU to
just four hits in its 9-2 win.
SIU still had a chance in the sixth inning
trailing just 4-1. In the last two innings,
Jacksonville scored five runs to put the
Salukis away.
Senior catcher Allie VadeBoncouer was one
of three Salukis to get on base with a hit in the
game against the Dolphins. VadeBoncouer has

now reached base in her last six games.
Coach Kerri Blaylock said the team addressed
their lack of consistency earlier this week.
“I still believe in our hitters. I think we have
a very good hitting ball club,” Blaylock said.
“Softball and baseball are games of failure. You
need to understand that you will fail. You need
to understand how to rebound back from not
having a great at-bat.”

‘‘S

oftball and baseball
are games of failure.
You need to understand
that you will fail. You
need to understand how
to rebound back from not
having a great at-bat.
— Kerri Blaylock
Softball Coach

Baseball: Dawgs win two despite
Sunday weather woes
The Salukis played in the Carmel Inn
Showdown in Thibodaux, La. SIU was able to
improve its record to 4-2 with two wins from
the weekend’s games.
SIU played Western Illinois University in
the first game of the weekend Friday.
The Salukis scored their first four runs of the
game in the bottom of the first inning to take a
4-1 lead. SIU would put up six runs the rest of
the game to eventually post a 10-3 win.
Saturday, SIU played the Colonels of
Nicholls State University.
SIU senior pitcher Todd Eaton gave up a
homerun in each of the first two innings of
the game to put the Salukis in a hole early in
the game.
SIU scored seven runs in the next two
innings to jump to a 7-3 lead. Over the next
four innings, SIU let the five run lead slip away
and the Colonels tied the game 7-7 in the
bottom of the eighth inning.
The game needed extra innings to decide a
winner, and in the 11 th frame, SIU found their

SIU’s men’s team beat Eastern Illinois
University 5-2 in its only match of the
weekend. The Salukis are currently on a roll
winning their last four matches.
Freshmen Jeremy Dixon and Filip Aleksic won
their first match as a doubles pair this season,
the win was also Dixon’s first at the collegiate
level. Sophomore Jonny Rigby won his fifth
straight singles match over Moritz Kandt 6-2,
6-4. Aleksic has also won five straight singles
matches, he beat Rui Silva 6-4, 6-4.

Women’s tennis: Salukis sweep
home matches
The women’s team played three home
matches collecting wins in all of them.
Friday, SIU played Arkansas State University
at Garden Grove Event Center, picking up the
win 5-2. The Salukis swept all three matches in
doubles competition to take the first point of
the day. In singles play, the Dawgs continued
their momentum and won four of the six
singles match to take the win.
The women’s team played the University
of Tennessee-Martin Sunday and had another
5-2 win. SIU grabbed the doubles point by
winning two of three matches against the
Skyhawks. SIU won four of six singles matches
in commanding fashion to solidify the team’s
fifth straight win.
On Sunday, SIU defeated Southeastern
Missouri State University 4-3. The Salukis won
the doubles point for the third straight match
winning two of three matches. SIU took two
of three matches during doubles play. The duo
of freshman Meagan Monaghan and junior
Natasha Tomishima’s match was not finished.
In singles play SIU took three out of six
matches to clinch their sixth straight win.
With her win over the Redhawks, Tomishima
has now won four straight matches.

Track & field: Throwers shine
during night meet
SIU competed in the Friday Night Special
hosted by Eastern Illinois University.
Sophomore thrower Josh Freeman continued
to rack up the accolades. Freeman took first in
the shot put, setting a new SIU indoor record
with a throw of 63 feet nine inches.
In the weight throw, the men and women
took first place. Junior Curtis Wideman won
on the men’s side with a throw of 67 feet 11
inches. Wideman’s throw ranks him 16th
nationally in the weight throw.
For the women, junior Sophia Lozano’s
throw of 65 feet 9 inches is the best throw
among the MVC, and also the 14 th-best
throw nationwide.

